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1622 South Avenue West Missoula, Montana 59801 (406) 549-9933 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
GET OUT YOUR 1995 CALENDAR NOW! Then mark down these dates: July 7 & 8. The place 
is Missoula, and the occasion is the next National Smokejumper Reunion! 
If you've been hangin' in with your old Smokejumper pals, you've either attended or heard of our last 
two national gatherings: 1984 in Missoula and 1989 in Boise. 
While partaking in the fun and fellowship, a few folks suggested that we formalize our relationship 
by lashing together an association to keep us in touch and promote various causes in which we have a 
common interest. 
A few of us followed up, and this newsletter will fill you in on what we've done so far. 
Some of the fuzzier-headed pals said they had a tough time remembering to mark off odd, then even 
years for our gatherings. So, in deference to them, our national meetings--beginning with our next one--will 
be years that end with "5" or "O". Hope that'll help fellas! 
Our intent is that, henceforth, national reunions will rotate among all of the bases, and we hope 
current and former jumpers will use the 'tween years to sponsor individual base or state reunions. 
If you are a member of the association, you'll receive at least two newsletters each year. We ho~e 
you'll send us information of interest or value to fellow members to liven up this rag. We'll even report 
your best "silk stories" if they're reasonably believable. 
We've had a terrific response to our call for membership in the National Smokejumper Association. 
Since we put the word out early this year, we've received applications from more than 465 Jumpers and 
other folks that we were associated with, such as pilots for example. 
Most replies to date have been from those who worked in the outfit's early years--as far back as 
1940. 
It's gratifying that so many are eager to get information about their old buddies. Serving as 
"Smokejumper Central," ~ direc.tory service is one of the principal aims of association of course, but we 
have several other reasons for being: To help maintain esprit de corps, preserve our history, and ensure that 
we have an effective, trained fire fighting organization in place, able to respond to wildfires on any 
jurisdiction, federal, state, or private. 
In line with these objectives, one of our association's first projects will be to support the new USDA 
Forest Service Museum that's being planned for Missoula. We intend to build a Smokejumper wing for the 
museum and provide financial and physical support to the overall operation of the museum. 
The goals above are not all-inclusive. After all, it's your organization, and your Board of Directors 
and your Executive Committee are here to serve you. Here are some other suggestions we've kicked 
around--and we'd welcome your thoughts about them, plus any other ideas you may have: Awards for 
current "Jumpers of the Year" from each base, and discounts for group travel. 
As president of your association, I look forward to making it an organization you'll be proud of. 
Drop a line or give me a call if you have suggestions, historical information, questions, etc. 
to~ e. (j,~ 
EARL COOLEY - d 
President 
HERE'S WHAT WE'VE BEEN UP TO 
We filed our Articles of Incorporation as a non-profit, public interest corporation on Sept. 24, 1992. 
Since then, we've had to revise those articles and bylaws in order to make them more compatible with the 
purposes of the association. We've sent our bylaws to all Jumper units and Directors, so that they can 
review and revise them if needed, so as to ensure that they are satisfactory to everyone. 
Our association's governing body is a Board of Directors comprising representatives of all 
Smokejumper units in the Bureau of Land Management and Forest Service. The number of Directors per 
base is determined by its size. 
Board members have jurisdiction over an Executive Committee, that's made up of a president, vice-
president, secretary and treasurer. Its headquarters are in ·Missoula. 
Executive Committee members will be responsible for memberships, newsletters, and the collecting 
and cataloging of historical photos, stories, and artifacts. Also, support projects that have been approved by 
the Board of Directors, and general administrative tasks, such as the planning for reunions. 
With the approval of all Base managers, we've selected the following temporary Directors who will 
hold office until an election during the 1995 reunion. (See attached listing of Board of Directors, Base 
managers, and Executive Committee.) 
OUR MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
We have a listing of almost 5,000 men and women jumpers, but only about 1,190 addresses. This 
January we bulk-mailed flyers to those 1,190, but don't know how many reached their destinations because, 
under bulk-mailing rules, rejects aren't returned. We also sent flyers to 400 others whose addresses didn't 
qualify for bulk-mailing privileges. Of those, 135 were returned as unclaimed. 
Through those mailings and your networking, we've signed up 466 folks, but we're confident that, as 
others learn of our association, they'll join. 
Please forward this newsletter and membership application at the back to other Jumpers with· whom 
you're in contact. Or, if you wish us to contact them, send us their addresses. (The Executive Committee 
has made calls from Washington, D.C. to Tucson, to Alaska, and other points, trying to gather addresses.) 
Regular memberships are open to all current and former Smokejumpers. Associate memberships are 
available to those who've worked directly with Smokejumpers, such as pilots, retardant operators and hot 
shot crews, for example. Dues, payable on a calendar year basis to the National Smokejumper Association, 
are listed on the application form at the back of the newsletter. 
If you would like to look over our current listing of almost 5,000 names (and update it, we hope) 
please send $10.00 to cover reproduction and postage to the National Smokejumper Association at 1622 
South Ave W, Mis·soula, MT 59801, telephone: (406) 549-9933. 
Two association members, former Missoula jumpers Fred Rohrbach and Lee Peppard, have pledged 
$5,000 each towards the production of a half-hour video on the outfit. As we envision it, the video would 
feature current and historical footage of the planes and equipment we've used--and are using--in our training 
and work. Total cost for the professionally produced product would ]?e about $30,000, and it would be 
available for sale at discount to our members and for about $20 to the general public. We are in contact 
with several potential contributors, but here are some questions for you: Could you line up any other 
potential sponsors? Would you donate to defer production costs? Would you be interested in buying such a 
product? 
We have much more to tell you about--such as the four Russian Smokejumpers who were at the 
Missoula base recently--but will have to wait until the next newsletter. 
Anything else you'd like to know? Send your association dues and your questions, and we'll try to 
answer them. 
KEEP 'ER INTO THE WIND 
Please note: This listing includes those who sent in paid applications 


































































in the next newsletter. 
ADAMS KR 18055 HOULE CRK RD FRENCHTOWN MT 598349715 MSO 63 
AIKEN MA,'(WELL 761 EDWARD AVES SALEM OR 97302 MSO 47 
ANDERSON GLENN 2831 BENNETT AVE ANCHORAGE AK 995172430 MSO 62 
ANDERSON LAWRENCE 308 7TH AVE NW RONAN MT 598642219 MSO 54 
ANYWAUSH FRANCIS 718 14th ST BEMIDJI MN 56601 MSO 46 
ARNETT EDWARD 2529 PERKINS RD DURHAM NC 277062518 MSO 45 
ASHER MIKE 11006 NE 27TH AVE VANCOUVER WA 986864202 MSO 
ATKINS JOHN 4265 JOHNSON RD BOZEMAN MT 597159532 MSO 68 
AUSTIN JOHN PO BOX 505 DILLON CO 80435 MYC 57 
·BAGBY LESLIE 673 N SHASTA ST WILLOWS CA 959882520 ROD 66 
BAIAMONTE PHILLIP D. 1815 NEWTON PL NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106 MSO 50 
BAKER DAVID 3220 W SHASTA ROSEBURG OR 97470 MSO 69 
BALL HERMAN PO BOX 451 LAFAYETTE CO 800260451 MSO 50 
BARBER JAMES 9321 N GAZELLE PL TUCSON AZ 85741 MSO 59 
BARNES GREGORY 6543 LITTLE FALLS DRIVE SAN JOSE CA 95120 MYC 68 
BASS JEFFERY E 7627 HIGHWAY 44 STAR ID 836695009 MYC 77 
BATES RICHARD BOX 32 HURLEY NM 880430032 83 
BEARTUSK KEITH 1032 ARONSON AVE BILLINGS MT 591051362 MSO 69 
BEELER HAL 13308 GINA DR LOCKEFORD CA 95237 MYC 77 
BELLUSCI ALBERT 4150 EDGEWOOD DR MISSOULA MT 59802 MSO 46 
BENDER WALTER 805 NC ST TACOMA WA 98403 MSO 47 
BENNETT DAVID 1640 BUlTERNUT AVE RICHLAND WA 993522744 MSO 61 
BENNE'IT RONALD 997 STEPHENSON DR MONTESANO WA 985631314 MSO 65 
BENTON JACK 5912 HAMMOCK WOODS DR ODESSA FL 33556 MSO 59 
BERNHARD DOUGLAS 764 ARENOSA LN BEN LOMOND CA 950059407 NCSB 58 
BERRY ROBERT 6615 HUNTERS LN DURHAM NC 277139738 CJ 55 
BERTRAM MARVIN 4478 ROAD M NE MOSES LAKE WA 98837 MYC 46 
BISSON DON 316 NED ST GRANTS PASS OR 975262160 SSB 78 
BLACKBURN JOE PO BOX 203 PLUMMER ID 838510203 MSO 51 
BLACKWELL JOHN L 4708 SW FAIRVIEW BLVD PORTLAND OR 97221 MYC 64 
BLAINE JAMES W 1700 LAKE FOREST DR RATHDRUM ID 83858 MSO 63 
BLAKELY DAVE 501 KEITH AVENUE MISSOULA MT 59801 MSO 57 
BLATTNER JERRY PO BOX W MC CALL ID 836382522 MYC 63 
BLEDSOE JON HC66 BOX 490 KOOSKIA ID 83539 MSO 57 
BLIXRUD LEONARD PO BOX 44 CHOTEAU MT 594220044 MSO 53 
BODDICKER MAJOR PO BOX 999 LAPORTE CO 80535 MSO 63 
BOLEN WILLIAM 2815 OLD FORT RD #114 MISSOULA MT 598017407 MSO 40 
BORINE ROGER 64770 MELINDA G BEND OR 97701 MYC 71 
BOWEN PAUL BOX 68 PETERSBURG AK 99833 MSO 54 
BOYER ROBERT 90 CASPER DR CODY WY 824145108 ROD 67 
BRADY KINGDON 612 TERRY LN WEST LAFAYETTE IN 479062798 MSO 46 
BRANDT WILLIAM 2040 NW LARCH CORVALLIS MT 97330 MSO 47 
BRAUNEIS KARL 804 WEICH LANDER WY 82520 MSO 77 
BRENNAN DON 2110 54TH AVENUE SW #26 OLYMPIA WA 98512 NCSB 54 
BRENNAN ROBERT HCOl BOX 172 NORDMAN ID 83848 MSO 41 
BRIGGS THOMAS PO BOX 491 CRAIG AK 99921 MSO 59 
BROWN CHARLES W 2723 N WILDERNESS CT WICHITA KS 67226 MYC 56 
BROWN LLOYD PO BOX 535 COUNCEL ID 836120535 MSO 49 
BROWN LYLE 5100 HUCKLEBERRY RD MISSOULA MT 59803 MSO 54 
BRYANT ROBERT 5051 116 TH AVENUE SE BELLEVUE WA 98006 MSO 62 
BULL WILLIAM PO BOX 7 CLE ELUM WA 98922 MYC 64 
BUNN SKIP 3112 CANTERBURY DR PLANO TX 750753306 CJ 67 
BURK CHARLES W · PO BOX 1141 SEQUIM WA 98382 MSO 47 
BURKE WILBUR 1381 PINON AVE ANDERSON CA 960074038 MSO 49 
BURNEY MICHAEL PO BOX 7063 BOULDER CO 803067063 MYC 67 
BUSH VERNON 183 S 200 E AMERICAN FORK UT 840032413 MSO 63 
CABLES MERLE 4629 UNION ST EUREKA CA 95503 MYC 48 
CAHILL JOHN 'JACK' 1616 10TH AVE W SEATTLE WA 981192925 MSO S8 
CALDWELL CHARLIE 3640 OLIVE ST CENTRAL VALLEY CA 96019 ROD 6S 
CARLSEN THOMAS 8885 MOURNING DOVE DR MISSOULA MT 59802 MSO 70 
CARPENTER PETER 1 LARCH DR ATHERTON CA 940272125 RDD S9 
CARTER PAUL 110 MARION ST DUNSMUIR CA 960252723 RDD 72 
CARVER JOHN 40 APPLEWAY DR KALISPELL MT 599013402 MSO 46 
CASE BENJAMIN 1127 JACKSON ST MISSOULA MT 598023839 MSO 44 
CHAMBERS FRED 4602 N 75TH STREET SCOTSDALE AZ 852511577 MSO 51 
2/1/98 CHASE JOEL 4927 E CRESTVIEW DR SCO'ITSDALE AZ 852533009 MYC SS 
3/1/98 CHRISTENSEN LA MONTE 3505 JACK FROST DRIVE SILVER CITY NM 88061 MYC 55 
4/1/03 CLATWORTHY JAMES 1545 SURREY LN ROCHESTER HILLS Ml 483064248 MSO 56 
1/1/94 COCHRAN ARTHUR PO BOX 126 STITES ID 835520126 MSC> 42 
3/1/98 COCHRAN DONALD 2221 MOLLY LANE PLANO TX 75243 M~O 6S 
1/1/03 COE KENNETH PO BOX 56246 NORTH POLE AK 997051246 AKA 80 
2/1/94 COLBERT DON PO BOX AA TONASKET WA 988SS NCSB 53 
2/1/98 COLEMAN THOMAS 3408 SIOUX CIR MANHATTAN KS 665022431 MSO 67 
1/1/03 CONE CLANCY 2501 B 55TH ST MISSOULA MT 59803 MSO 64 
2/1/03 CONNER BENNETT 28 DAPP LN MECHANICSBURG PA 170S51721 NCSB 48 
1/1/03 COOLEY EARL 2801 QUEEN ST MISSOULA MT 598018654 MSO 40 
1/1/94 CORDELL ROBERT PO BOX 755 SHOSHONE ID 833520755 MSO 67 
2/1/94 (..'ORDY GARY l 745 FIR STREET SOUTH SALEM OR 97302 LGD 75 
1/1/94 CORPORANDY TED 13313 TERRACE DR SONORA CA 953709703 RDD 74 
.3/1/94 COURTNEY DONALD 1080 SPURGEON CT MISSOULA MT 598012945 MSO 56 
1/1/03 COURTNEY EDWARD 2300 FLYNN LANE MISSOULA MT 598025608 MSO 58 
2/1/94 CROOKHAM WILLIAM PO BOX 520 CALDWELL ID 836060520 NCSB 52 
1/1/03 CROSS GEORGE 4469 AHSAHKA CT LENORE ID 83541 MSO 74 
6/1/94 CYRUS MIKE 80:1.( 1043 RAVALLI MT 59863 MSO 66 
2/1/94 DAGUE DALE K PO BOX 1018 LAKE ISABELLA CA 93240 MSO 73 
1/1/98 DALE LON 2555 GUNSIGHT COURT MISSOULA MT 59801 MSO 69 
5/1/98 DAVIDSON ROGER PO BOX 1704 BOISE ID 83701 MYC 47 
2/1/94 DAVIS JEFFERY R 4 BETTIE LANE, HCR 88072 SILVER CITY NM 880619302 MSO S1 
1/1/94 DAVIS PHILIP D 207 WESTVIEW DR MISSOULA MT 598031530 MSO 48 
1/1/98 DAYTON ROBERT L 1804 ARCADIA DR BILLINGS MT 591022810 MSO 64 
6/1/94 DENIO JEAN H E 406 SHORE RD NINE MILE FALLS WA 99026 MSO 55 
2/1/94 DE YOUNG DON 5613 CANYONSIDE RD LA CRESCENT A CA 912141502 RDD 74 
2/1/94 DEJARNETTE MONROE 2700 KRAG LN AUBURN CA 956039737 MSO 49 
3/1/94 DEMMONS JACK PO BOX 8105 MISSOULA MT S9807 MSO 50 
S/1194 DENYER BILL 321S KELSEY DR EDMOND OK 73013 MSO S2 
1/1/94 DEWEY JAMES E RR I BOX 74-A PRINCETON ID 838S79720 MSO SO 
3/1/98 DILLON FRANK 9204 MARIA AVE GREAT FALLS VA 220664006 MSO 42 
1/1/94 DODGE ORVILLE N 2579 PARADISE VILLAGE WAY LAS VEGAS NV 89120 MSO 46 
2/1/94 DOLPHIN RICHARD PO BOX 896 TIJERAS NM 87059 MYC 83 
3/1/94 DOMINGOS LESTER 3801 MEADOW BEAUTY DR PASCO WA 993019401 NCSB 64 
4/1/03 DONNER FRED 7320 PINECASTLE RD FALLS CHURCH VA 220433017 MSO 58 
6/1/98 DOUGHERTY EUGENE "JAKE 1862 SE RAINIER RD PORT ST LUCIE FL 334927608 MSO 48 
4/1/94 DOW ROD BOX 598 MCCALL ID 83638 MYC 68 
3/1/94 DRAGE GARY 4647 LISANN ST SAN DIEGO CA 92117 MYC 63 
4/1/94 DUDDLESTON PETER 1587 OAK AVE ARDEN HILLS MN 5Sll2 MSO 83 
1/1/94 DUNNE JOHN K 815 8TH ST WHITEFISH MT 599372805 MSO 46 
6/1/94 DURLAND DONALD M POBOX 43 ST REGIS MT 598660043 MSO 47 
3/1/94 DUSENBURY ROBERT 3011 W 2ND ST ANACORTES WA 982211349 MSO 46 
3/1/94 DUTTON DELOS 12085 SW 116TH AVE TIGARD OR 972233104 MSO SI 
2/1/98 DYSART CHUCK W 207 WESTMORLAND RD DEER PARK WA 99006 MSO 53 
3/1/94 EGGEJ':' EDWARD J PO BOX 441 COLFAX WI 547300441 MSO 46 
1/1/98 ELLENBURG JR LEER 3500 LATOUCHE ST ANCHORAGE AK 995084248 MSO 60 
1/1/94 ERIKSSON RICHARD C 3937 NORMAN RD STONE MOUNTAIN GA 300832345 MSO 60 
1/1/98 ERWIN ROGER WADE' 3198 ASPEN CIR SNELLVILLE GA 302782702 MSO 59 
3/1/98 EV ANS DAVID S SOUTH MAIN ST #216 OBERLIN OH 44074 MSO 52 
3/1/98 EVANS ROGER 16203 MAPLEWILD SW SEATTLE WA 981662623 MSO SO 
4/1/94 EVERGREEN HELICOPTERS 3850 THREE MILE LANE MCMINNVILLE OR• 97128 AKA 93 
1/1/94 FELTIS LESTER BOX 28 KIDRON OH 446369999 MSO 45 
1/1/94 FENTER STEVE 1078 CLARK AVE BILLINGS MT 59102 MSO 6S 
3/1/94 FERGUSON H BRUCE 41950 THEO ROAD LOON LAKE WA 991489608 MSO 52 
1/1/94 FERGUSON JOHN P 496 E 3100 N N OGDEN UT 844141968 MYC 42 
4/1/94 FINE WOODY 1317 PROSPECT AVE LEWISTON ID 83501 MSO 80 
3/1/98 FISCHER HERBERT 3907 DUBLIN RD PARKER TX 75002 MSO 57 
3/1/94 FISHER ROLAND K PO BOX 163 CLANCY MT S96340163 MSO 47 
1/1/03 FITE V LARRY 309 FITE LANE VICTOR MT 5987S MSO 62 
1/1/94 FLACH CHARLES L PO BOX 402 FRAZEE MN 565440402 MSO 68 
2/1/94 FLEMING JOHN 'JOCK' PO BOX 775 TAOS NM 875710775 MSO 49 
6/1/98 FLETCHER MARK BOX 693 ROSSLAND BC VOOlYO XY 
4/1/98 FLOM MERLYN G 404 ROXSBURG LANE NOBLESVILLE IN 46060 MSO 57 


































































FOWLER FRANK 11 N OREGON ST UILLON MT 597253619 MSO 52 
FRAME WILLIAM E RR 2 BOX 212 PINE ISLANU MN 559639802 MSO 53 
FRANZ KEN P 5114 DECA11.IR DR BOISE ID 83704 LGD 75 
FRESJIW ATER JOIIN 18 BEN DAVIS CT IIOW ARD OH 430289558 RAC 84 
FRICKE CHARLES A 229 WAGNER LN FLORENCE MT 59833651.9 MSO 61 
FRIESTAD DENNIS J 1146 3RD AVE NW VALLEY CITY ND 580722117 MSO 65 
FRITZ JIM 1690 HAWKES RD MCKINLEYVILLE CA 955214130 CJ 59 
FUNK RAY N 110 N MAIN ST HILLSBORO KS 670631139 MSO 44 
GABICA MARTIN 3002 N MNT RD BOISE ID 83702 MYC 69 
GABIOLA JAMES E 308 N ATLANTIC LOOP BOISE ID 837067362 MYC 54 
GARA ROBERT I 1335 NE 106TH ST SEATTLE WA 981257538 MYC 51 
GIDLUND CARL A 202 FOREST CR DR LUFKIN TX 75901 MSO 58 
GLAVES V MAX 362 W MISSION #206 ESCONDIDO CA 92025 MYC 47 
GOLETA JIM 9697 ST GEORGE ST SPRING VALLEY CA 91977 MYC 87 
GORDON JOHN 15 NORTH ELLIOTI' WENATCHEE WA 98801 NCSB 63 
GORSUCH HOWARD L 1059 MIDDLE BASIN COLVILLE WA 99114 MSO 46 
GORSUCH ROBERT V EAST LAKE SHORE BIGFORK MT 59911 MSO 47 
GOWEN GEORGE W 122 E 76TH ST NEW YORK NY 100212833 MSO 54 
GRAHAM RICHARD W 4403 BLAINE RD NEW PLYMOUTH ID 836559801 MYC 58 
GREESON MIKE 14500 NORTH IUWASSEE JONES OK 73049 MSO 59 
GRIEGO LEO R 108 PARKWAY ST BARSTOW CA 923112845 MSO 69 
GRIFFIN JIM PR BOX 664 WHITEHALL MT 59759 AKA 81 
GROMAN WILLIAM A 1523 N AZTEC FLAGSTAFF AZ 86001 MSO 52 
GROTTE ROLAND M BOX 1035 WIUTE SALMON WA 98672 MSO 55 
GROVER DAYTON 409 N 6TH EDINA MO 63537 MSO 55 
GUILFOYLE FRANK M 1201 3RD ST SW ROANOKE VA 240164611 MSO 54 
GUTKOSKJ JOSEPH J 304 N 18TH AVE BOZEMAN MT 597153114 MSO 50 
HAACK JAMES J RR I BOX 396 G BEMIDJI MN 566018160 MSO 67 
HAGLOCH ELMER L PO BOX 93 LAYTON UT 84041 MSO 52 
HALL SHERWOOD W 18055 NW AVALON DR PORTLAND OR 97229 MSO 50 
HALLORAN DONAL W 801 S LINCOLN AVENUE MARSHFIELD WI 54449 MSO 53 
HAMILTON ROBIN 330 DALY MISSOULA MT 59801 MSO 69 
HANN HOWARD HC 68 BOX 80 BIG CREEK KY 40914 RDD 69 
HANNON GARY 7981 N WADE RD TUCSON AZ 857439626 MSO 60 
HANSEN ERIK M 345 EMERALD BAY LAGUNA BEACH CA 926511255 MSO 62 
HANSON PHIL 9336 E. LAKE SHORE BIG FORK MT 59911 MYC 51 
HARNDEN RICHARD 16426 67TH AVENUE W LYNNWOOD WA 980372713 NCSB 58 
HARRIS JR ABIE A 1272 GODFREY RD NW EATONTON GA 310249658 NCSB 60 
HARRISON K REED 1108 FOXGLOVE CT WESTLAKE VILLAGE CA 913624219 MSO 60 
HARTMAN STEVE RT 2 BOX 115 ST MARIES ID 83861 MSO 67 
HATCH CHARLES C/0 WINR()CK INT'L RT3 BOX 376 MORRILTON AR 721109537 MSO 63 
HATCH HlJNT PO BOX 115 KAMi.AH 10 835360115 MSO 53 
HAUGAARD f.,l,C>,Yp PO i.OX. MJ$ Nl~lSKI AK 996358418 MSO 62 
HAWLEY DJlHAI., f-0 $OX ~8. fjRQA.PUS MT 59317 NCSB 67 
HAYNES JAMlS A P0'80X544 ijAMILTON MT 598400544 MSO 82 
HEBEL H LEE HC l KARTHA\,JS PA 16845 MSO 44 
HEMRY DAVID 3300 PROVlDENCE DR #213 ANCHORAGE AK 99508 MYC 64 
HENDERSON 8ROOKS B STAR.liT RACKERBY CA 95972 ROD 69 
HENDERSON WAJ_.LACE D 1122 DASKALOS DR NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 871231937 MSO 46 
HENSON GORDON G 3010 BIG FLAT RD MISSOULA MT 59802 MSO 63 
HERSHBERGER JONAS D 12080 TAYLOR RD PLAIN CITY OH 430649801 MSO 45 
HESSEL KENS 404 CAVE LA GRANDE OR 978501139 MYC 58 
HEWITT ROBERT W 2172 LOCHLEVIN DR MEMPHIS TN 381196321 MSO 56 
HINKLE GENE E 1005 FOUR HILLS CT SE ALBUQUERQUE NM 871234336 MSO 47 
HOFFMAN VERN S 740 OAKWOOD DR NEW BRIGHTON MN 551126612 MSO 43 
HOIRUP PETE 18807 MCGHEE DR BONNEY LAKE WA 98390 MSO 55 
HOLCOMB CHARLES A 549 TIARA DR GRAND JUNCTION CO 815039761 MYC 74 
HOLTET JOHN 2516 LOOKOUT CIRCLE HELENA MT 59601 MSO 61 
HONEY GEORGE BOX 333 507 ALDER TWISP WA 98856 NCSB 40 
HOSTETLER DONALD F 207 E COLUMBUS WEST LIBERTY OH 43357 CJ 45 
HOUCK RANDY 1902 TRUDIE DR RANCHO PALOS VERDES CA 90732 MYC 69 
HOUDE ClllP PO BOX 35005 FT WAINWRIGHT AK 99703 AK 88 
HOUSTON DOUG RT I BOX 945 TWISP WA 98856 RDD 73 
HOWARD C DOUGLAS 405 EDWARDS DR TWIN FALLS ID 83301 MSO 64 


































































HUGHES RlCHARD'DICK 108 FAIRWAY DR MISSOULA MT 598032405 MSO 64 
JACKSON REID PO BOX 2756 JACKSON WY 830012756 MYC 49 
JAKALA STEPHEN RR 8 BOX 127 INTERNATIONAL FALLS MN 56649 MYC 74 
JAMES ROBERT 3640 E BOISE AV BOISE ID 83706 MSO 75 
JANZEN GUS I RR 2 BOX 22 OKEENE OK 73763 CJ 42 
JENKINS STARR 285 BUENA VISTA AVE SAN LUIS OBISPO CA 934052111 CJ 48 
JESSUP GERRY 2500 NW CASCADE ST EAST WENATCHEE WA 98802 NCSB 59 
JOHN JERRY 3565 OLD STAGE RD CENTRAL POINT OR 97502 CJ 62 
JOHNSHOY GLEN A 2629 ARCADIA DR MISSOULA MT 59803 MSO 67 
JOHNSON CYRUS M R #5 BOX 400A LOUISBURG NC 27549 MSO 45 
JOHNSON HAL "PAPPY" 2717 DEWAR DR ROCK SPRINGS WY 82901 MSO 62 
JOHNSON MILES L BOX 199. 1730 WARREN WAGON RD MC CALL ID 83638 MYC 53 
JOHNSTON RALPH G 7217 HUMMEL DR BOISE ID 837091835 ROD 63 
JONES JOHN C 2815 106TH ST CT NW GIG HARBOR WA 98332 MSO 75 
KARR BOBBY PO BOX 72047 FAIRBANKS AK 99707 ROD 66 
KICKBUSCH WILLIAM 1712 SOEST RD ROLLA MO 654013728 MSO 49 
KITTAMS JAY BOX 1544 PETERSBURG AK 99833 MSO 67 
KLOCK HARRY W PO BOX 452 HARLOWTON MT 590360452 MSO 69 
KNAPP NORMAN C 12539 E AMHERST CIR AURORA CO 800143307 MSO 47 
KOEPP FREDERICK W 17361 BREDA LN HUNTINGTON BEACH CA 926494626 CJ 57 
KOLAR WILLIAM 955 E PARKVIEW CT DILLON MT 597253255 MSO 59 
KOMBERER RICHARD 913 STAPLE ST MISSOULA MT 59802 MSO 65 
KOONTZ MARK PO BOX 3 OCHOPEE FL 33943 MYC 92 
KOVALICKY TOM PO BOX 48 GRANGEVILLE ID 835300048 MSO 61 
KREITZBERG RICHARD A 3575 25TH ST SE SALEM OR 973021123 MSO 52 
KREIZENBECK GREGORY G 4816 E SPARKLING LANE PARADISE VALLEY AZ 85253 MYC 69 
KRISTOFORS KRIS 696 ABBEY COURT BENICIA CA 94510 ROD 64 
KROEBER JOE 1210 7TH AVE SE JAMESTOWN ND 584015618 MSO 62 
KROUT ROBERT PO BOX 164 FLORENCE MT 598330164 MSO 56 
KRUCKEBERG ROBERT 731 W CAMP WISDOM DUNCANVILLE TX 751162540 NCSB 51 
LAMMERS JOHN A DOC' 120 W ARNOLD BOZEMAN MT 59715 MSO 71 
LANDIS PETER R 4231 DANT BL VD RENO NV 89509 CJ 62 
LANEY WILLIAM 85 MANGAS VALLEY RD SILVER CITY NM 88061 MSO 63 
LAUGHLIN WILLIAM S 55 ECHO ROAD MANSFIELD CTR CT 06250 MSO 43 
LAYTON BARRY A PO BOX 591 SHAVER LAKE CA 93664 RAC 92 
LEE PATRICK W 1751 UST NW #3 WASHINGTON DC 200091703 MYC 56 
LEHFELDT BRUCE 783 BL VD OF CHAMPIONS SHALIMAR FL 32579 MSO 54 
LEHFELDT JAMES J 312 S STEVENSON OLATHE KS 66061 MSO 56 
LERAAS MONROE 3135 IVY #9 SAN DIEGO CA 92104 MSO 60 
LEWIS JACK PO BOX 507 EAGLE RIVER AK 99577 FBX 63 
LEWIS MICHAEL J 2308 MOUNT MISSOULA MT 59801 MSO 90 
LEWIS TEDFORD P 415 W KIRKHAM AVE WEBSTER GROVES MO 631192247 MSO 43 
LINDSEY ORVILLE C BOX 128 THROCKMORTON TX 764830128 MSO 56 
LINTON GERALD N 6015 PARKVIEW LANE SPOKANE WA 99205 MSO 48 
LIPSCOMB LEE 3250 WILSHIRE BLVD FL 2100 LOS ANGELES CA 900101611 MSO 58 
LITTELL WALLACE W 243 MAR STREET ST PETERS BURO BEACH FL 33706 MSO 44 
LITTLE DR. BUD 1019 FLOWERREE ST HELENA MT 59601 MSO 43 
LITTLE GENE 4539 SHINCKE RD NE OLYMPIA WA 98506 MSO 47 
LITVIN MARTIN V 949 PAMELA LANE CORVALLIS MT 59827 MSO 65 
LOCKWOOD CHARLES M 308 TYLER WAY LOLO MT 598479712 MSO 65 
LORD JOSEPH M 3753 E BALCH AVE FRESNO CA 937022803 MSO 56 
LORITZ LARRY J 185 TIMBERLANE EVERGREEN CO 80439 MSO 60 
LYMAN JOHN R 659 E 1ST AVE COLVILLE WA 991142811 MSO 46 
MACIAG STEVEN E 317 W 3RD ST ANACONDA MT 597112113 MSO 46 
MACKINNON JOHN W 613 WILDER AVE HELENA MT 596012534 MSO 57 
MACPHERSON COLE L 901 SW HIGGINS AVE MISSOULA MT 598031424 MSO 55 
MAGUIRE BRIAN J 30801 SW RIVER LANE RD WEST LINN OR 970689426 FBX 65 
MANCHESTER ROBERT 2114 37TH AVE MISSOULA MT 598016348 MSO 46 
MANION JAMES T 1015 N MAPLE COLVILLE WA 99114 MSO 54 
MANSFIELD CHUCK 498 QUARTZ ST LOS ALAMOS NM 875442933 CJ 58 
MAREADY BILLY F ONE STRAWBERRY LANE WINSTON-SALEM NC 27106 MSO 56 
MARSHALL BRUCE 4789 HEATON RD PETOSKEY Ml 497708805 MYC 71 
MARSHALL CURTIS A PO BOX 178 PORTOLA CA 96122 ROD 68 
MARSHALL DARREN #I PALOM.AR LANE CHICO CA 95928 MYC 90 
MATHEWS JACK F PO BOX 40507 SANTA BARBARA CA 931400507 MSO 48 
4/1/94 MATSClllNER JOHN 2330 SW SCENIC DR PORTLAND OR 97225 RAC 76 . 
2/1/94 MCBRIDE BENJAMIN 1652 CENTAUR CIRCLE LAFAYETTE CO 80026 MYC 63 
1/1/98 MCCOY DENNIS PO BOX 4SS MCCALL ID 83638 MYC 83 
l/1/03 MCCULLOUGH MICHAEL 2201 163RD ST NW ARLINGTON WA 982238009 MSO 56 
3/1/03 MCCULLOUGH TOM 3735 KIMBARY WAY SALT LAKE CITY u:r 841094024 MSO 53 
2/1/94 MCGRATH W THOMAS 216 N MOUND NACOGDOCHES TX 75961 MSO 57 
2/1/98 MCINTOSH JOHN W 1006 LAFAYETrE AVENUE CAYCE SC 29033 MSO 60 
2/1/94 MCKAY JACK 1670 N 53RD ST OMAHA NE 68104 NCSB 57 
2/1/94 MCKEAN ROBERT A 1311 11TH ST HAVRE MT 59501 MSO 67 
6/1/94 MCMECHAN WILLIAM 1330 NW 30TH ST CORVALLIS OR 97330 MSO 56 
3/1/98 MCMULLEN TERRENCE D. 2255 MUELLER DRIVE REND NV 89509 MYC 48 
2/1/98 MEINROD ROBERT H PO BOX 62 SUMMIT UT 84772 MSO 62 
1/1/94 MELBY DAVID J 222 LAKESHORE DR CARTERVILLE IL 629181907 MSO 68 
2/1/94 MOFFITT ROBERT A 10 SEWARD AVENUE SPRINGFIELD OR 974771320 CJ 48 
2/1/94 MOLSNESS GARY E-14419 20TH CT VERADALE WA 99037 MSO 66 
3/1/94 MONTOYA ROBERT J 7640 S COLE RD BOISE ID 83709 MYC 62 
2/1/94 MQODY BILL ~O BOX 262 TWISI' WA 988560262 NCSB 57 
1/1/03 M'OORE FORREST R 6974 S KENDALL CT LITTLETON CO 801233934 CJ 57 
1/1/94 MOORE IVAN S PO BOX 328 MURFREESBORO NC 27855 MSO 45 
1/1/94 MORELLI ARNOLD 6507 MARIEMONT AVE CINCINNATI OH 452274232 NCSB 49 
4/1/94 MOREY BRUCE D 217 LEWIS AVE BILLINGS MT 59102 MSO 67 
1/1/94 MORRISSEY DONALD 1911 RATTLESNAKE DR MISSOULA MT 598023527 MSO 55 
1/1/94 MUEHLETHALER CHARLES J 1810 ASPEN LN GREEN BAY WI 543032314 MSO 46 
5/1/94 MULLER MARTIN 244 CANADA WAY LOS ALAMOS NM 87544 MSO 64 
2/1/94 MUNDELL ASA 5420 SW ERICKSON AVE BEAVERTON OR 970053847 MSO 43 
2/1/94 MURPHY GARY BOX 1951 MCALL ID 83638 MYC 87 
l/1/94 MURPHY JAMES L 2370 SKYLINE BLVD RENO NV 89509 NM 48 
1/1/94 NANI DAVE 21050 SCHEER DR REDDING CA 960029320 ROD 63 
2/1/94 NELLIST EDWARD PO BOX 175 CUTTEN CA 95534 MSO 69 
1/1/98 NELSON ALAND 2464 ADRIAN ST NEWBURY PARK CA 91320 MYC 68 
6/1/94 NELSON DAVID K 11543 VIA VISTA NEVADA CITY CA 95959 MSO 57 
6/1/94 NELSON JESSE 1504 N LELIA ST GUYMON OK 739423352 MSO 55 
2/1/94 NEMORE STEVE 3905 VISTA AV BOISE ID 83705. RAC 69 
1/1/94 NERISON JEFFREY A 18575 MILL CREEK RD FRENCHTOWN MT 59834 MYC 77 
1/1/94 NEWMAN NICHOLAS C 5542 NE 18ifll ST SEATrLE WA 981554426 NCSB 60 
2/1/94 NICHOLSON ED 'NICK' PO BOX 34 DARBY MT 598290034 MSO 60 
6/1/94 NICKOLAS PAUL A. 7240 CAMROSE CRT DAYTON OH 45424 MSO 42 
1/1/94 NIELSEN A GLEN ACE' 270 N EDGEWOOD LN EAGLE ID 836165306 MSO 46 
1/1/94 NIELSON BERNARD B 4495 SIL VER SPUR AVENUE BOISE ID 83709 MYC 47 
1/1/94 NIETO RICHARD PO BOX 931 BOISE ID 83638 MYC 87 
1/1/94 NOEL EDWARD 3036 QUEEN ST MISSOULA MT 598018651 MSO 59 
1/1/94 NOLAN ROBERT L 225 NOLAN LANE CAVE JUNCTION OR 97523 CJ 47 
4/1/94 NOONEY PATRICK PO BOX 5442 MISSOULA MT 598065442 MSO 73 
3/1/94 NUSS STUART PO BOX 133, LODGEPOLE SEQUOIA NAT'L PARK CA 93262 MSO 79 
1/1/94 NYQUEST CHARLES TED' 10500 US HWY 10 E MISSOULA MT 598029589 MSO 54 
4/1/94 OCHLERICH MICHAEL BOX 463 WHITEFISH MT 59937 MSO 60 
1/1/94 OGAWA JERRY I 1334 ARATA WAY ONTARIO OR 97914 MYC 67 
1/1/94 OGDEN DANK 2606 GREENFIELD AVE ARCADIA CA 910065231 ROD 92 
6/1/94 OGLE CLAYTON E 1501 POPLAR ST HELENA MT 59601 MSO 46 
6/1/94 OHLSON VERLAND PO BOX 272 CONWAY NH 038180272 MSO 49 
1/1/94 OLESON H JAMES PO BOX 2036 KALISPELL MT 599032036 CJ 53 
3/1/94 OLSON JIM 6531 S.ALLISON ST LITTLETON CO 80123 MSO 54 
6/1/03 PALMER CHRIS 2669 GLENBROOK WAY BISHOP CA 935143117 ROD 75 
2/1/03 PARRY ROSS 2109 E 6075 S OGDEN UT 844035241 MSO 58 
1/1/94 PAWLOWSKI NORM 1455 NW 13TH ST CORVALLIS OR 973304639 CJ 57 
1/1/98 PEARSON DENNIS 4422 PHILADELPHIA CHURCH RD MARSHVILLE NC 28103 MSO 62 
6/1/03 PEPPARD LEE 33215 170TH PL SE AUBURN WA 98002 MSO 62 
3/1/94 PERCIVAL ROY 5284 S MISSOULA WAY BOISE ID 83709 NCSB 57 
1/1/94 PERCIVAL TONY 4615 N SANDERS RD TUCSON AZ 85743 NCSB 54 
2/1/94 PETERS GARY 1065 H ST BAKER OR 97814 CJ 63 
1/1/94 PETERSON DARREL J 619 DIXON AVE MISSOULA MT 598018623 MSO 50 
4/1/94 PETERSON RICHARD RR 1 BOX 83 SALMON ID 834679705 MYC 47 
4/1/94 PETRIE CRAIG 18262 SW BRYANT RD LAKE OSWEGO OR 97035 RAC 76 
4/1/03 PETTIGREW JR THOMAS A 3214 CAMBRIDGE CRT FAIRFAX VA 22030 CJ 61 
6/1/94 PICKARD L A 'CHUCK' 1971 SHELL LANE, W VERO BEACH FL 32963 MSO 48 
6/1/94 
2/1/98 































































PIEPENBURG ROY L 11732 43RD AVE EDMONTON ALBERTA BC T6J OY7 MSO 45 
PILKEY ORRIN 3303 HWY 70E IIILLSBOROUGH NC 27278 MSO 52 
PILKEY WALTER D 122 BLUEBERRY RD CHARL<YITESVILLE VA 22901 MSO 54 
PITIS GARRY 3786 HERITAGE DR BILLINGS MT 591024351 MSO 71 
POLUTNIK FRANCIS 1604 SPRING STREET HELENA MT 59601 M,SO 52 
PRYCE DIANA 6015 JACARANDA WAY APT E CARPINTERIA CA 930132800 RDD 83 
QUAY CLARENCE E 276 HOMER ST MARION Oil 433024437 MSO 43 
QUILLIN RUBERT BOX 81867 COLLEGE AK 99708 AKA 71 
RABIDEAU JIM 732 W HENRY ST PASCO WA 993014118 NCSB 49 
RABIDEAU PIIILIP 3605 FAWN CREEK PATH AUSTIN TX 78746 NCSB 49 
RAGEN MICHAEL W 8608 KERRY LANE SPRINGFIELD VA 22152 MSO 67 
RANSTROM DONALD A PO BOX 902 CIIINOOK MT 595230902 MSO 65 
REED BARRY 4211 21 ST A VE MISSOULA MT 598031226 MSO 60 
REID ROBERT E 606 OVERLOOK DR FT WAL TON BEACH FL 32547 MSO 57 
RICE HOMER A 941 SILVER FALLS DR SE SILVERTON OR 97381 MSO 45 
RICE LLOYD LYLE 148 SEACLIFF DR APTOS CA 950034442 RDD 65 
RIDGWAY JACK PO BOX 623 WEST DOVER VT 053560623 CJ 60 
RIECK CARROLL A 5817 SWAYNE NE OLYMPIA WA 985069547 MSO 46 
RIGHETfl DAVE 4750 RIGHETTI RD SAN LUIS OBISPO CA 934018342 AKA 88 
ROBERTSON PHILIP RT I BOX 69 CARTERVILLE IL 62918 MSO 62 
ROBINSON GEORGE H PO BOX 453 OCEAN VIEW NJ 08230 MSO 44 
ROBINSON JOHN 505 WOODFORD #8 MISSOULA MT 59801 MSO 67 
ROBINSON LAIRD A 3722 ROSECREST DR MISSOULA MT 598014615 MSO 62 
ROCKWELL CRAIG 3399 DEERLAKE CRT SE SALEM OR 97301 NCSB 68 
ROEMER JOSEPH J 2403 W YAKIMA AVE YAKIMA WA 989022832 MSO 52 
ROGERS LYLE 19832 SE 123RD ST ISSAQUAH WA 980278523 MYC 47 
ROHRBACH FRED G PO BOX 58408 SEATJ'LE WA 98138 MSO 65 
ROHRBACH JOHN C 104 W LK SAMMAMISH NE BELLEVUE WA 98008 MSO 66 
ROMEY MARK PO BOX 622 WEST YELLOWSTONE MT 59758 MSO 75 
ROMNESS GARY HEGNEGT 9 3670 NOTODDEN NORWAY MSO 62 
ROSSHEIM JOHN 1091 SMITH ST HARRISONBURG VA 228012324 MSO 49 
ROTH KEN 2426 S 5TH ST W MISSOULA MT 598012119 MSO 46 
ROWLEY CLARENCE W RR I BOX 75A BAIRD TX 795049521 CJ 51 
ROWSE JACK 1233 E KRISTA WAY TEMPE AZ 85284 MSO 62 
RUDE WILLIS BILL' 665 WEST ST MUSKEGON Ml 494422550 MSO 49 
SALLEE ROBERT 'BOB' E 16315 RICH SPOKANE WA 99216 MSO 49 
SAVAGE ROGER L I SEPTEMBER DR MISSOULA MT 59802 MSO 57 
SCHAEFFER TIM 353 W 300 N LOGAN UT 843213811 MYC 92 
SCHENCK RAY B ELK GLEN - EAST LAKESHORE BIG FORK MT 59911 MSO 56 
SCHMALJOHN DALE L 2302 ELLIS AVE BOISE ID 837023244 MYC 60 
SCHMIDT EARL PO BOX 255 BIGLERVILLE PA 17307025.5 MSO 43 
SCHMIDT GERALD E 2238 GEORGE BILLINGS MT 59102 MSO 54 
SCHMIDT MARTIN 314 9TH AVES WAHPETON ND .580754933 MSO 62 
SCHROEDER THOMAS W PO BOX 2308 AUBURN WA 98071 MSO 60 
scon· JOHN RR 4 FERGUS FALLS MN .565379804 MSO 44 
SCOTI JOHN C 4904 PINEBROOK DRIVE FORT WAYNE IN 46084 MSO 63 
SCOTf ROSS D 619 4TH ST MARYSVILLE CA 959015657 MSO 50 
SHACKELFORD ROBERT 2816 N 5TH ST COEUR d' ALENE ID 83814 MSO 52 
SHADE GARY 2281 ROSS LN MEDFORD OR 97.501 MSO 6.5 
SHANK HANK PO BOX 51.5 MC CALL ID 836380.51.5 MSO 47 
SHAW WARREN C 5704 N LINN AVE OKLAHOMA CITY OK 7311271.51 MSO 43 
SHEARER THOMAS PAT PO BOX 58381 FAIRBANKS AK 997110381 MSO 67 
SHELEY CHARLES N 10 JUDY LN CHICO CA 9.59261714 CJ 59 
SHELTER MAYNARD W 501 S GROVE ST SCOTTDALE PA 156832032 MSO 44 
SHETLER MARLYN D RD 2 BOX 252 COCHRANTON PA 16314 MSO 44 
SHIER NEIL T 2547 ELK LN GRANTS PASS OR 97.5279113 MSO 46 
SHIPP JOHN RR 3 BOX 411 HARRISONBURG VA 228019309 MSO 44 
SIGLER CHARLES B PO BOX 66 WEST GLACIER MT 599360066 MSO 53 
SISCO JOHN 'JACK' 5731 SUNRISE BEACH RD NW OLYMPIA WA 985029557 MSO 60 
SMITH BENJAMIN D #3 CHANEEFIELD PLANTATION LANE CAMDEN SC 29020 MSO 72 
SMITH BRENT 8535 PENDRAGON SAN ANTONIO TX 78250 RAC 78 
SMITH H.B. 'DOC' 1457 W UNIVERSITY HTS DR FLAGSTAFF AZ 86001 MSO 59 
SMITH KENNETH R PO BOX 163 IDAHO CITY ID 836310163 MYC 55 
SMITH MIKER. PO BOX 913 KERNVILLE CA 93238 MSO 69 


































































SPENCE JAMES M BOX 190581 ANCHORAGE AK 99519 MSO 53 
SPENCE WOODY J. 6208 PLACITA POMONA TUCSON AZ 857041040 MYC 58 
SPENCER JR JACK 2863 N OXFORD ST ST PAUL MN 55113 MSO 52 
STALEY JOHN M 8915 118TH ST CT E PUYALLUP WA 98373 MSO 48 
STEERMAN ROGER W PO BOX 1120 PRIEST RIVER ID 83856 MSO 75 
STEPHENS DAVE 35025 BAYSIDE GARDENS RD NEHALEM OR 971319705 FBX 76 
STEPPE MICHAELE 350 LORAINE GLENDORA CA 91741 MYC 61 
STEVENSON ANDY PO BOX 184 MACDOEL CA 960580184 RDD 65 
STITZINGER GARY W. PO BOX 284 KETCHUM ID' 833400284 MSO 65 
STOHR PENN 11575 SW CLOUD CT TIGARD OR 972232760 MSO 
STOKES KEITH 1921 18TH AVES #4 GREAT FALLS MT 59405 MSO 74 
STOLL RUDY J PO BOX 494 WHITEHALL MT 597590494 MSO SI 
STOOPS RON 1253 LYNNWOOD DR VIRGINIA BEACH VA 234526038 MSO 57 
STRATTON H.W. SKIP 7 ROSEBUD LN MISSOULA MT 598018413 MSO 47 
STUTLER JOSEPH E 6 MARIANNE WAY BIG PINE CA 93513 MSO 71 
SULLIVAN MARSHALL F PO BOX 325 BROADUS MT 593170325 MSO 58 
SWANTNER DOUG PO BOX 125 MEADOW VALLEY CA 95956 RDD 82 
SWEET DON 11801 MANOR RD GLEN ARM MD 210579115 MSO 52 
SYKES STANLEY O BOX 3059 RR 62 LIVINGSTON MT 59047 MSO 46 
SYLVESTER VERNON F 3919 ILLINOIS BENCH RD STEVENSVILLE MT 598706337 MSO 47 
TATE STANTON D 1423 ALPOWA ST MOSCOW ID 838432401 MYC 53 
THOMPSON JAMES R 165 IRWIN ST SAN RAFAEL CA 949015228 MSO 63 
THORSRUD EDGAR L 141 CAMDEN LANE POLSON MT 59860 MSO 42 
THORSRUD ERIK 5901 W BRIDLEWAY TUCSON AZ 85743 MSO 79 
THORSRUD GARFIELD M 2265 E CORTE DEL SABIO TUCSON AZ 85718 MSO 46 
TIMMONS JERRY PO BOX 74520 FAIRBANKS AK 99707 MSO 62 
TOBIN JOHN J 37 CLOVER ST CATHLEMET WA 98612 MSO 59 
TOMICH DANIEL LEE 3453 FORSYTHIA DR BOISE ID 837034730 MSO 61 
TRANBERG GEORGE G PO BOX 505 BLAINE WA 982310505 MSO 52 
TRANKLE HANS W 2951 S 51ST ST W BILLINGS MT 591063839 MSO SI 
TRIBE CHARLES B 305 PATTEE CANYON DR MISSOULA MT 598031624 MSO 56 
TRUSLER TOM W PO BOX 155 ASHLAND MT 590030155 MSO 68 
TUCKER WILLIAM D 2725 23RD RD N ARLINGTON VA 222014312 MSO 49 
TWOGOOD ROBIN PO BOX 591 LOLO MT 59847 MSO 56 
TYRELL MIKE 1640 CHASE LANE EL CAJON CA 920208306 MYC 86 
ULRICH GUS 307 SAND DUNE LANE HOLDEN BEACH NC 28462 MSO 53 
UNDERWOOD CHARLES H l 15 LOOKING EAST DR SOMERS MT 59932 MSO 61 
UPHILL THOMAS R 13940 SW AZALEA CT BEAVERTON OR 970054459 MSO 56 
VIVIANO CHARLES J 11405 CULEBRA ST CYPRESS CA 906305342 MSO 53 
VOLPE MICK 3204 W VIRGO RD SAN DIEGO CA 92105 RDD 75 
VORCE RODGER PO BOX 15194 BOISE ID 83715 AKA 82 
VROMAN JAMES 3333 DARK HOLLOW RD MEDFORD OR 975014316 CJ 67 
WAKEFIELD SAM PO BOX 10742 BAINBRIDGE ISLAND WA 981100742 MSO 49 
WALES DALE 11821 POLARIS DR GRASS VALLEY CA 959497612 ROD 82 
WARD JAMES O 13640 SW FIELDING RD LAKE OSWEGO OR 970342425 MSO 46 
WARD PATRICK 4915 LARCH LN MISSOULA MT 59802 FBX 67 
WASHAM LOYLE V 3717 SYCAMORE DR BOISE ID 837034141 MSO 53 
WASSER WALTER PO BOX 15473 BOISE ID 83715 MYC 79 
WEBB DONALD R 43 ROCKY CR RD SILVER CITY NM 88061 MYC 56 
WELLS DONALD K 739 FISHER DR AUBURN CA 956033654 MSO 50 
WENGERT RICHARD H 117 WINDRIDGE DR WINCHESTER KY 403912366 MSO 51 
WERHANE WILLIAM L 6399 JACKRABBIT LN BELGRADE MT 597148914 MSO 66 
WERNER HAROLD RT 4, BOX 497 CHENEY WA 99004 NCSB 48 
WESSBECHER HOWARD L 8185 NW OXBOW DR CORVALLIS OR 973302833 MSO 48 
WEST GREG 3285 SUNRIDGE DR S SALEM OR 97302 FBX 64 
WIEST RICHARD 917 SHERMAN ST N MANKATO MN 560032133 RAC 70 
WILCOCK JOHN JACK' 8330 ARLENE ST ANCHORAGE AK 995024615 MSO 46 
WILCOMB RICHARD P 4320 HILLCREST DR BOISE ID 837053268 MYC 47 
WILDE RALPH E PO BOX 984 MC CALL ID 836380984 MSO 46 
WILLIAMS OVID 643 GRANTSDALE RD #1 HAMILTON MT 59840.MSO 55 
WILLIAMS ROY G 2110 OXFORD MISSOULA MT 59801 MSO 60 
WILLIAMSON RICHARD C PO BOX 1609 TWAIN HARTE CA 953831609 RDD 67 
WILSON CARL JOE PO BOX 228 WALLACE ID 838730228 MSO 52 
WILSON RICHARD 3509 HPR SITKA AK 99835 MSO 48 











WOLFERTZ ROGER D 1242 RIDGEWAY DR SACRAMENTO CA 958221626 CJ 48 
WOOD WILLIAM C ll700 SW RIDGECREST DR BEAVERTON OR 970056314 MSO 43 
WOODS CHRIS 188 PARADISE SANTA BARBARA CA 93105 AKA 91 
WOODWARD FRED V 121 DOGWOOD DR BREVARD NC 28712 MSO 52 
WORTLEY NEALE C. GENERAL DELIVERY BEAVER CREEK YUKON CANADA YOB !AO AKA 85 
WRIGHT JOE E PO BOX ll4 BARGERSVILLE IN 461060114 °MSO 58 
YODER GENE BOX 326, 331 VESPER HESSTON KS 67062 MSO 45 
ZEHR RICHARDS PO BOX 543 FLANAGAN IL 617400543 MSO 43 
ZIMMERMAN LOREN PO BOX 128 GRIDLEY IL 617440128 MSO 43 





Missoula, MT 59802 
(406)329-4893 
Greg Anderson 
Gallatin NF PO Box 610 
Bozeman, MT 59771 
(406)587-6716 
Pat Wilson 
Nez Perce NF 




PO Box 1026 
McCaU, ID 83638 
(208)634-0383 
Dave Noble 
N. Zone Smokejumpers 
6101 Airport Rd 
Redding, CA 96002 
(916)246-5113 
Mike Brick 
Redmond Air Center 
1740 SE Ochoco Way 
Redmond, OR 97756 
(503)548-8772 
Doug Houston 
N. Cascade Smokejumper Base 
RT 1, Box 180 
Winthrop, WA 98862 
(509)997-2031 
Mike Oarkston 
Boise I.A. Fire Center 
3905 Vista Ave. 
Boise, ID 83705 (208)389-2427 
Roger Vorce 
Alaska I.A. Fire Center 
PO Box 35005 




Lonnie Dale: Law Office - Milodragovich, Dale &Dye 
620 High Park Wy Missoula, MT 59803 (406)728-1455 
Mike Preazue: Law Office-Garlington,Lohn&Robinson 
199 W Pine St Missoula, MT 59802 (406)523-2500 
George Cross: 4469 Ahsahka Ct Lenore, ID 
83541-9502 (208)476-5827 
Bill Werhane: 6399 Jack Rabbit Dr 
Belgrade, MT 59714 - YP summer months 
( 406)388-4468 
Tom Kovolicky: Box 48 
Grangeville, ID 83530 
(208)983-0281 
Harry Roberts: Box 1278 Brundage Dr 
McCaU, ID 83638 
(208)634-2009 
Dick Tracy: 1995 Meadowbrook 
Redding, CA 96001 
(916)241-9499 
Francis Lufkin: Box 38 
Winthrop, WA 98862 
(509)996-2471 
Bill Moody: Box 262 
Twisp, WA 98856 
(509)997-5971 
Steve Nemore: Boise lnteragency Fire Center 
3905 Vista Ave. 
Boise, ID 83705 (208)384-2427 
Jerry Timmons: Timmons Contracting 
PO 80:1 74520 





Earl E. Cooley: 2801 Queen St Missoula,MT 59801 (406)549-9933 
Ed Courtney: 2300 Flynn Ln Missoula,MT 59801 (406)549-7236 
Laird Robinson: 1715 S 6th W Missoula,MT 59801 (406)721-5546 
Jack Demmons: Box 8105 Missoula,MT 59807 (406)543-6602 
Newsletter Editor: Carl Gldlund 202 Forest Cr. Dr Lutkin,TX 75901 
